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Advantages of student dining room
In general, the student dining room is a convenient meeting place for many students, especially on
great change. And what can and eat inexpensively, and chat with familiar, and distract from
sometimes unbearable steam. In general, the place is needed, the place is crowded.
Among the additional advantages of the student dining room is to highlight:
A large assortment of dishes;
Cheap prices;
Rapid line promotion;
Polite and distiller personnel;
Spacious hall with tables (so it was);
The most delicious pies and buns (this is my memory).
All this literally attracts into the dining room, like a magnet, and you are going on a couple full and
happy. Nothing, but even the most objective in the world, a person will say with confidence that any
student dining room has its drawbacks that significantly reduce attendance.
Disadvantages of student dining room
The most amazing thing that all employees of the catering accurately know their weaknesses, but
not particularly hurry to eliminate them. They are either arranged everything, or there is not enough
time to try and become an exemplary dining room. But what kind of disadvantages are we talking
about? It:
Not always a pleasant smell of food prepared;
Lack of ventilation;
Violation of sanitary standards;
Sometimes the shocking view of the toilet and the shell for washing hands;
Crumbs on the tables and spots of the compote on the tablecloths;

Not always washed floor and tidy visit.
It would seem trivia, but, nevertheless, it is they who spoil the first impression of the dining room,
and the first visit to this "kingdom" for many modern students becomes the last. I have not noticed all
these nuances for a long time, while a clear sign of antisanitarian personally decided to meet me.
After that, I started looking for a decent substitute for a student dining room, so as not to go while
hungry study.
It turns out, the compromise is also not one.

